
Take a Quick Look at Best Doctors
YOUR 60-SECOND GUIDE TO THE LEADER IN EXPERT SECOND OPINION SERVICES

“I’ve been designing benefits for 20 years and Best Doctors falls into my top list of programs that I’m 
proudest of bringing to life.” –A Best Doctors Fortune 100 Client

“Their goal was my best care ... I feel like Best Doctors helped save my life.” –A Best Doctors Member

In business for more than 28 years, we
originated the expert second 

opinion concept

Partnership with Oncology Insight 
with Watson to combine the best 
medical minds in the world with 

one of the most advanced 
technologies available

With over 100,000 completed cases,
we leverage almost limitless data and
quality points to ensure the highest

quality outcomes

Our comprehensive, yet conservative,
ROI methodology shows cost savings

per second opinion of $36,000

Global presence: we serve over 40 
million members worldwide. 

We create virtual Centers of 
Excellence programs for knee/hip, 
bariatrics, transplantation, spinal 

surgery and many others

Our case reviews make treatment 
changes 75% of the time
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Complete medical records 
collection, powered by enhanced 

EMR systems, with full re-testing of 
pathology samples

Serve hundreds of clients and have a 
96% retention rate

Ranked among the highest for data 
tools, service and overall performance 
in protectively identifying populations 
for engagement by KLAS Research. 

We see surgery avoided in 38% of 
cases where it was planned

Independently validated
polling process to select expert

physicians – across 450 specialties
and subspecialties

Dedicated clinical integration program 
to partner with 100+ benefits vendors 

and fit with plan design

Helping our members with any 
type of medical uncertainty, 

preventing cases from becoming 
high-cost claims

Our case reviews make diagnosis
changes 45% of the time
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